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Item 7.01

Regulation FD Disclosure.

On August 4, 2020, the Company provided a business update, noting that it is continuing to work with its financial advisor, Craig-Hallum, to explore
strategic alternatives for the company including a possible sale or merger, or a sale or license of certain assets or technology, and that it is in discussions
with several potentially interested parties who are engaged in various stages of diligence efforts. The Company also noted that it is working toward
developing a demonstration sample of its automotive lidar technology and that it is targeting the first quarter of 2021 to make such sample available for
demonstration.
Certain statements contained in this filing, including those relating demonstration of an automotive lidar technology and status of discussions with
parties interested in a possible strategic transaction, and those including words like “explore,” “possible,” “potentially” and “targeting,” are forwardlooking statements that involve a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking
statements. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected in our forward-looking statements include the risk that the
Company may not succeed in finding licensing or other strategic solutions, including a potential sale of the Company, with acceptable timing, benefits or
costs, our ability to operate with limited cash or to raise additional capital when needed; market acceptance of our technologies and products; and for
products incorporating our technologies; the failure of our commercial partners to perform as expected under our agreements, including from the impact
of the COVID-19 (coronavirus); our ability to identify parties interested in paying any amounts or amounts we deem desirable for the purchase or
license of intellectual property assets; our or our customers’ failure to perform under open purchase orders, our financial and technical resources relative
to those of our competitors; our ability to keep up with rapid technological change; government regulation of our technologies; our ability to enforce our
intellectual property rights and protect our proprietary technologies; the ability to obtain additional contract awards and develop partnership
opportunities; the timing of commercial product launches and delays in product development; the ability to achieve key technical milestones in key
products; dependence on third parties to develop, manufacture, sell and market our products; potential product liability claims; our ability to maintain
our listing on the Nasdaq Stock Market, and other risk factors identified from time to time in the Company’s SEC reports, including the Company’s
Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC. These factors are not intended to represent a complete list of the general or specific factors that may
affect us. It should be recognized that other factors, including general economic factors and business strategies, may be significant, now or in the future,
and the factors set forth in this release may affect us to a greater extent than indicated. Except as expressly required by federal securities laws, we
undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events, changes in
circumstances or any other reason.
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